We apply the non-commutative Fourier transform for Lie groups to formulate the noncommutative metric representation of the Ponzano-Regge spin foam model for 3d quantum gravity. The non-commutative representation allows to express the amplitudes of the model as a first order phase space path integral, whose properties we consider. In particular, we study the asymptotic behavior of the path integral in the semi-classical limit. First, we compare the stationary phase equations in the classical limit for three different non-commutative structures corresponding to symmetric, Duflo and Freidel-Livine-Majid quantization maps. We find that in order to unambiguously recover discrete geometric constraints for noncommutative metric data through stationary phase method, the deformation structure of the phase space must be accounted for in the variational calculus. When this is understood, our results demonstrate that the non-commutative metric representation facilitates a convenient semi-classical analysis of the Ponzano-Regge model, which yields as the dominant contribution to the amplitude the cosine of the Regge action in agreement with previous studies. We also consider the asymptotics of the SU (2) 6j-symbol using the non-commutative phase space path integral for the Ponzano-Regge model, and explain the connection of our results to the previous asymptotic results in terms of coherent states.
I. INTRODUCTION
Spin foam models have in recent years arisen to prominence as a possible candidate formulation for the quantum theory of spacetime geometry. (See [1] for a thorough review.) Their formalism derives mainly from topological quantum field theories [2] , Loop Quantum Gravity [3, 4] and discrete gravity, e.g., Regge calculus [5] . On the other hand, spin foam models may also be seen as a generalization of matrix models for 2d quantum gravity via group field theory [6, 7] . For 3d quantum gravity, the relation between spin foam models and canonical quantum gravity has been fully cleared up. In particular, it is known that the Turaev-Viro model is the covariant version of the canonical quantization (à la Witten) of 3d Riemannian gravity with a positive cosmological constant, while the Ponzano-Regge model is the limit of the former for a vanishing cosmological constant [8, 9] . In this case, the spin foam 2-complexes have been rigorously shown to arise as histories of LQG spin network states, as initially suggested in [10] , while the correspondence between opposed to phase space variables, although very useful to make contact with the canonical quantum theory, makes the amplitudes lose direct contact with classical discrete action and classical discrete geometric variables. The use of such classical discrete geometric variables, on the other hand, has been prevented until recently by their non-commutative nature.
However, recently, a new mathematical tool was introduced in the context of 3d quantum gravity, which became to be called the 'group Fourier transform' [13, 15, [31] [32] [33] [34] [35] [36] [37] [38] . This is an L 2 -isometric map from functions on a Lie group to functions on the cotangent space equipped with a (generically) non-commutative ⋆-product structure. In [39] , the transform was generalized to the 'non-commutative Fourier transform' for all exponential Lie groups by deriving it from the canonical symplectic structure of the cotangent bundle, and the non-commutative structure was seen to arise from the deformation quantization of the algebra of geometric operators. Accordingly, the non-commutative but continuous metric variables obtained through the non-commutative Fourier transform correspond to the classical metric variables in the sense of deformation quantization. Thus, it enables one to describe the quantum geometry of spin foam models and group field theory [35, 36] (and Loop Quantum Gravity [34, 37] ) by classical-like continuous metric variables.
The aim of this paper is to initiate the application of the above results in analysing the geometric properties of spin foam models, in particular, in the classical limit ( → 0). We will restrict our consideration to the 3d Ponzano-Regge model [40] [41] [42] to have a better control over the formalism in this simpler case. However, already for the Ponzano-Regge model we discover non-trivial properties of the metric representation related to the non-commutative structure, which elucidate aspects of the use of non-commutative Fourier transform in the context of spin foam models. In particular, we find that in applying the stationary phase approximation one must account for the deformation structure of the phase space in the variational calculus in order to recover the correct geometric constraints for the metric variables in the classical limit of the phase space path integral. Otherwise, the classical geometric interpretation of metric boundary data depends on the ambiguous choice of quantization map for the algebra of geometric operators, which seems problematic. Nevertheless, once the deformed variational principle adapted to the non-commutative structure of the phase space is employed, the non-commutative Fourier transform is seen to facilitate an unambiguous and straightforward asymptotic analysis of the full partition function via non-commutative stationary phase approximation.
In Section II we will first outline the formalism of non-commutative Fourier transform, adapted from [39] to the context of gravitational models. In Section III we introduce the Ponzano-Regge model, seen as a discretization of the continuum 3d BF theory. In Section IV we then apply the non-commutative Fourier transform to the Ponzano-Regge model to obtain a representation of the model in terms of non-commutative metric variables, and write down an explicit expression for the quantum amplitude for fixed metric boundary data. In Section V we further study the classical limit of the Ponzano-Regge amplitudes for fixed metric boundary data, and find that the results differ for different choices of non-commutative structures unless one accounts for the deformation structure in the variational calculus. When this is taken into account the resulting semi-classical approximation coincides with what one expects from a discrete gravity path integral. In particular, if one considers only the partial saddle point approximation obtained by varying the discrete connection only, one finds that the discrete path integral reduces to the one for 2nd order Regge action, in terms of a discrete triad. In Section VI we consider in more detail the Ponzano-Regge amplitude with non-commutative metric boundary data for a single tetrahedron. We recover the Regge action in the classical limit of the amplitude, and explain the connection of our calculation to the previous studies of spin foam asymptotics in terms of coherent states. Section VII summarizes the obtained results and points to further research. (2) Our exposition of the non-commutative Fourier transform for SU (2) in this section follows [39] , adapted to the needs of quantum gravity models. Originally, a specific realization of the noncommutative Fourier transform formalism for the group SO(3) was introduced in [31] by Freidel & Livine, and later expanded on by Freidel & Majid [32] and Joung, Mourad & Noui [33] to the case of SU (2) . (More abstract formulations of a similar concept have appeared also in [43, 44] .) In our formalism this original version of the transform corresponds to a specific choice of quantization of the algebra of geometric operators, which we will refer to as the Freidel-Livine-Majid quantization map, and treat it as one of the concrete examples we give of the more general formulation in Subsection V A. 1 Let us consider the group SU (2), the Lie algebra Lie(SU (2)) =: su(2) of SU (2), and the associated cotangent bundle T * SU (2) ∼ = SU (2) × su(2) * . As it is a cotangent bundle, T * SU (2) carries a canonical symplectic structure. This is given by the Poisson brackets
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where O, O ′ ∈ C ∞ (T * SU (2)) are classical observables, andL i := λL i are dimensionful Lie derivatives on the group with respect to a basis of right-invariant vector fields. λ ∈ R + is a parameter with dimensions [ X ], which determines the physical scale associated to the group manifold via the dimensionful Lie derivatives and the structure constants [L i ,L j ] = λǫ k ijL k . X i are the Cartesian coordinates on su(2) * . 2 Let us now introduce coordinates ζ : SU (2)\{−e} → su(2) ∼ = R 3 on the dense subset SU (2)\{−e} =: H ⊂ SU (2), where e ∈ SU (2) is the identity element, which satisfy ζ(e) = 0 and L i ζ j (e) = δ j i . The use of coordinates ζ on H can be seen as a sort of 'one-point-decompactification' of SU (2). We then have for the Poisson brackets of the coordinates 3
The Poisson brackets involving ζ i are, of course, well-defined only on H. We see that the commutator {X i , ζ j } of the chosen canonical variables are generically deformed due to the curvature of the group manifold, coinciding with the usual flat commutation relations associated with 1 In addition, another realization of the non-commutative Fourier transform for SU (2) relying on spinors was formulated by Dupuis, Girelli & Livine in [45] , but we will not consider it here. 2 Here it seems we are giving dimensions to coordinates, which is usually a bad idea in a gravitational theory, to be considered below. The point here is that the coordinates Xi turn out to have a geometric interpretation as discrete triad variables, which is exactly what one would like to give dimensions to in general relativity. 3 Strictly speaking, the coordinates are not observables of the classical system, but we may consider them defined implicitly, since any observable may be parametrized in terms of them, and they may be approximated arbitrarily closely by classical observables.
Poisson-commuting coordinates only at the identity. Moreover, let us define the deformed addition ⊕ ζ for these coordinates in the neighborhood of identity as ζ(gh) =:
for any choice of ζ complying with the above mentioned assumptions. Indeed, the parametrization is chosen so that in the limit λ → 0, while keeping the coordinates ζ fixed, we effectively recover the flat phase space
This follows because keeping ζ fixed implies a simultaneous scaling of the class angles | ln(g)| of the group elements. Accordingly, the group effectively coincides with the tangent space su(2) at the identity in this limit, and ζ become the Euclidean Poissoncommuting coordinates on su(2) ∼ = R 3 for any initial choice of ζ satisfying the above assumptions. Thus, λ can also be thought of as a deformation parameter already at the level of the classical phase space. For the above reasons, we will call the limit λ → 0 the abelian limit. Let us then consider the quantization of the Poisson algebra given by the Poisson bracket (1). In particular, we consider the algebra H generated by the operatorsζ i andX i , modulo the commutation relations
These relations follow from the symplectic structure of T * SU (2) in the usual way by imposing the
with the Poisson brackets of the canonical variables, where by Q : C ∞ (T * SU (2)) → H we denote the quantization map specified by linearity, the ordering of operators, and Q(ζ i ) =:ζ i , Q(X i ) =:X i .
We wish to represent the abstract algebra H defined by the commutation relations (3) as operators acting on a Hilbert space. There exists the canonical representation in terms of smooth functions on H ⊂ SU (2) with the L 2 inner product
where dg is the normalized Haar measure, and the action of the canonical operators on is given bŷ
However, we would like to represent our original configuration space SU (2) rather than H, and therefore we will instead consider smooth functions on SU (2), whose restriction on H is clearly always in C ∞ (H). Since the coordinates are well-defined only on H = SU (2)\{−e}, the action of the coordinate operators should then be understood only in a weak sense, i.e., even though strictly speaking the actionζ i ψ ≡ ζ i ψ is not well-defined for the whole of SU (2), the inner products ψ|ζ i |ψ ′ are, since we may write
for smooth ψ, ψ ′ . It is easy to verify that the commutation relations are represented correctly with this definition of the action, and the function space may be completed in the L 2 -norm as usual. However, there is also a representation in terms of another function space, which is obtained through a deformation quantization procedure applied to the operator algebra corresponding to the other factor of the cotangent bundle, su(2) * . (See [39] for a thorough exposition.) Notice that the restriction of H to the subalgebra generated by the operatorsX i is isomorphic to a completion of the universal enveloping algebra U (su(2)) of SU (2) due to its Lie algebra commutation relations. A ⋆-product for functions on su(2) * is uniquely specified by the restriction of the quantization map Q on the su(2) * part of the phase space via the relation f ⋆ f ′ := Q −1 (Q(f )Q(f ′ )), where f, f ′ ∈ C ∞ (su(2) * ) and accordingly Q(f ), Q(f ′ ) ∈ U (su(2)). One may verify that the following action of the algebra on functionsψ ∈ L 2 ⋆ (su(2) * ) constitutes another representation of the algebra:
The non-commutative Fourier transform acts as an intertwiner between the canonical representation in terms of square-integrable functions on SU (2) and the non-commutative dual space L 2 ⋆ (su(2) * ) of square-integrable functions on su(2) * with respect to the ⋆-product. It is given bỹ
where the integral kernel
is the non-commutative plane wave, and we denote k(g) := −i ln(g) ∈ su(2) taken in the principal branch of the logarithm. The inverse transform reads
Let us list some important properties of the non-commutative plane waves that we will use in the following:
, where ad h g := hgh −1 and Ad h X := hXh −1 ,
Notice that from (11) and (13) it follows that c(ad h g) = c(g) and ζ(ad h g) = hζ(g)h −1 =: Ad h ζ(g).
In addition, we find that the function
acts as the delta distribution with respect to the ⋆-product, namely,
or, more generally, is the integral kernel of the projection
onto the image L 2 ⋆ (su(2) * ) of the non-commutative Fourier transform. In the following, we will also occasionally slightly abuse notation by writing
for convenience, although this is not a function of the linear sum i X i if c(g) = 1 for some g ∈ H.
III. 3D BF THEORY AND THE PONZANO-REGGE MODEL
The Ponzano-Regge model can be understood as a discretization of 3-dimensional Riemannian BF theory. In this section, we will briefly review how it can be derived from the continuum BF theory, while keeping track of the dimensionful physical constants, which determine the various asymptotic limits of the theory.
Let M be a 3-dimensional base manifold to a frame bundle with the structure group SU (2). Then the partition function of 3d BF theory on M is given by
where E is an su(2) * -valued triad 1-form on M, F (ω) is the su(2)-valued curvature 2-form associated to the connection 1-form ω, and the trace is taken in the fundamental spin-1 2 representation of SU (2) . is the reduced Planck constant and κ is a constant with dimensions of inverse momentum. The connection with Riemannian gravity in three spacetime dimensions gives κ := 8πG, where G is the gravitational constant. Since the triad 1-form E has dimensions of length and the curvature 2-form F is dimensionless, the exponential is rendered dimensionless by dividing with κ ≡ 8πl p , l p ≡ G being the Planck length in three dimensions. Integrating over the triad field in (21), we get heuristically
so we see that the BF partition function is nothing but the volume of the moduli space of flat connections on M. Generically, this is of course divergent, which (among other things) motivates us to consider discretizations of the theory. However, since BF theory is purely topological, that is, it does not depend on the metric structure of the base manifold, such a discretization should not affect its essential properties. Now, to discretize the continuum BF theory, we first choose a triangulation ∆ of the manifold M, that is, a (homogeneous) simplicial complex homotopic to M. The dual complex ∆ * of ∆ is obtained by replacing each d-simplex in ∆ by a (3 − d)-simplex and retaining the connective relations between simplices. Then, the homotopy between ∆ and M allows us to think of ∆, and thus ∆ * , as embedded in M. We further form a finer cellular complex Γ by diving the tetrahedra in ∆ along the faces of ∆ * . In particular, Γ then consists of tetrahedra t ∈ ∆, with vertices t * ∈ ∆ * at their centers, each subdivided into four cubic cells. Moreover, for each tetrahedron t ∈ ∆, there are edges tf ∈ Γ, which correspond to half-edges of f * ∈ ∆ * , going from the centers of the triangles f ∈ ∆ bounding the tetrahedron to the center of the tetrahedron t. Also, for each triangle f ∈ ∆, there are edges ef ∈ Γ, which go from the center of the triangle f ∈ ∆ to the centers of the edges e ∈ ∆ bounding the triangle f . See Fig. 1 for an illustration of the subdivision of a single tetrahedron in ∆.
To obtain the discretized connection variables associated to the triangulation ∆, we integrate the connection along the edges tf ∈ Γ and ef ∈ Γ as g tf := Pe i tf ω ∈ SU (2) and g ef := Pe
where P denotes the path-ordered exponential. Thus, they are the Wilson line variables of the connection ω associated to the edges or, equivalently, the parallel transports from the source to the sink of the edges with respect to ω. We assume the triangulation ∆ to be piece-wise flat, and associate frames to all simplices of ∆. We then interpret g tf as the group element relating the frame of t ∈ ∆ to the frame of f ∈ ∆, and similarly g ef as the group element relating the frame of f ∈ ∆ to the frame of e ∈ ∆. Furthermore, we integrate the triad field along the edges e ∈ ∆ as
where an orientation for the edge e may be chosen arbitrarily. X e is interpreted as the vector giving the magnitude and the direction of the edge e in the frame associated to the edge e itself. In the case that ∆ has no boundary, a discrete version of the BF partition function (22) , the Ponzano-Regge partition function, can be written as
where H e * (g tf ) ∈ SU (2) are holonomies around the dual faces e * ∈ ∆ * obtained as products of g tf , f * ∈ ∂e * , and dg tf is again the Haar measure on SU (2). Mimicking the continuum partition function of BF theory, the Ponzano-Regge partition function is thus an integral over the flat discrete connections, the delta functions δ(H e * (g tf )) constraining holonomies around all dual faces to be trivial. Now, we can apply the non-commutative Fourier transform to expand the delta functions in terms of the non-commutative plane waves. This yields
Comparing with (21) , this expression has a straightforward interpretation as a discretization of the first order path integral of the continuum BF theory. We can clearly identify the discretized triad variables X e in (24) with the non-commutative metric variables defined via non-commutative Fourier transform. We also see that, from the point of view of discretization, the form of the plane waves and thus the choice for the quantization map is directly related to the choice of the precise form for the discretized action and the path integral measure. In particular, the coordinate function ζ : SU (2) → su(2) and the prefactor c : SU (2) → C of the non-commutative plane wave are dictated by the choice of the quantization map, and the coordinates specify the discretization prescription for the curvature 2-form F (ω). Similar interplay between ⋆-product quantization and discretization is well-known in the case of the first order phase space path integral formulation of ordinary quantum mechanics [46] . Moreover, on dimensional grounds, we must identify λ ≡ κ = 8πG, so that the coordinates ζ have the dimensions of 1 κ F (ω). Therefore, the abelian limit of the non-commutative structure of the phase space corresponds in this case also physically to the no-gravity limit G → 0. We will denote this classical deformation parameter associated with the non-commutative structure of the phase space collectively by κ in the following.
IV. NON-COMMUTATIVE METRIC REPRESENTATION OF THE PONZANO-REGGE MODEL
If the triangulated manifold ∆ has a non-trivial boundary, we may assign connection data on the boundary by fixing the group elements g ef associated to the boundary triangles f ∈ ∂∆. Then, the (non-normalized) Ponzano-Regge amplitude for the boundary can be written as
The delta functions are over the holonomies around the wedges of the triangulation pictured in grey in Fig. 1 . For this purpose, the tetrahedra t e i and the triangles f e i sharing the edge e are labelled by an index i = 0, . . . , n e − 1 in a right-handed fashion with respect to the orientation of the edge e and with the identification f ne ≡ f 0 , as in Fig. 1 .
Let us introduce some simplifying notation. We will choose an arbitrary spanning tree of the dual graph to the boundary triangulation, pick an arbitrary root vertex for the tree, and label the boundary triangles f i ∈ ∂∆ by i ∈ N 0 in a compatible way with respect to the partial ordering induced by the tree, so that the root has the label 0. (See Fig. 2 .) Moreover, we denote the set of ordered pairs of labels associated to neighboring boundary triangles by N , and label the group elements associated to the pair of neighboring boundary triangles (i, j) ∈ N as illustrated in Fig. 2 . The group elements g tf , f / ∈ ∂∆, we will denote by a collective label h l . As we integrate over g ef for f / ∈ ∂∆ in (27), we obtain
Here h i is the group element associated to the dual half-edge going from the boundary triangle i to the center of the tetrahedron with triangle i on its boundary, and K ij (h l ) is the holonomy along the bulk dual edges from the center of the tetrahedron with triangle j to the center of the tetrahedron with triangle i. (See Fig. 2 for illustration.) There is a one-to-one correspondence between the pairs (i, j) of neighbouring boundary triangles and faces of the dual 2-complex touching the boundary. Notice that we have chosen here as the base point of each holonomy the boundary dual vertex with a smaller label. By expanding the delta distributions in (28) with boundary group variables into non-commutative plane waves, we get
To obtain the expression for metric boundary data, we employ the non-commutative Fourier transform,Ã
Here the variable X ij is understood geometrically as the edge vector shared by the triangles i, j as seen from the frame of reference of the triangle j. From (29) and (30) the amplitude for metric boundary data is obtained by expanding the delta functions as
We note that this is nothing else than the simplicial path integral for a complex with boundary, and a fixed discrete metric on this boundary, as it can be seen by writing the explicit form of the non-commutative plane waves, thus obtaining a formula like (26) , augmented by boundary terms. We will use this expression in the next section, to study the semi-classical limit.
Exact amplitudes for metric boundary data
By integrating over all Y e and using the property (14) for the non-commutative plane waves, we may write (31) as
where the ⋆-product acts on Y ji , and we have dropped the immaterial finite propotionality constant cancelled by normalization. Further integrating over all g ij gives
where now the δ ⋆ -functions impose the identifications of boundary edge vector variables, up to parallel transport. Indeed, the non-commutative plane wave takes care of the parallel transport between the frames of X ij and X ji , as we may easily observe using the property (16) of the plane wave as we permute the first δ ⋆ -function to obtaiñ
We may further integrate over all Y ji to get
We see that the edge vectors X ij , X ji corresponding to the same edge (with opposite orientations) in different frames of reference are identified up to a parallel transport by h
We wish to further integrate over the variables h i . To this aim, we employ the change of variables X ji → Ad h
.e., we parallel transport the variables X ji to the frames of X ij to get a simple identification of the boundary variables, and move all h i -dependence to the plane waves. We thus get
Note that for every vertex i there is a unique path via the edges (j n−1 , j n ) n=1,...,l , s.t. j 0 = 0, j l = i, from the root to the vertex i along the spanning tree. Now, by making the changes of variables
where by ← − we denote an ordered product of group elements, for which the product index increases from right to left, we obtaiñ
Here, ǫ ij := sgn(i − j)A ij , where A ij is the adjacency matrix of the dual graph of the boundary triangulation. Moreover,
, where H ij (h l ) is the product of K kl (h l )'s around the unique cycle of the boundary dual graph formed by adding the edge (i, j) to the spanning tree, and G ij (h l ) is the product of K kl (h l )'s along the unique path from the root of the spanning tree to the cycle. The cycles formed from the spanning tree of a graph by adding single edges span the loop space of the graph. On the other hand, the product of K kl (h l )'s around a boundary vertex is constrained to be trivial by the flatness constraints for the bulk holonomies only if the neighbourhood of the vertex is a half-ball, since only in this case is the loop around the vertex contractible along the faces of the 2-complex. Thus, given that the neighborhoods of all boundary vertices have trivial topology, the flatness constraints impose L ij (h l ) to be trivial. Accordingly, we haveÃ
where used the notation − → ⋆ for the ordered star product of plane waves. Integrating over h i then yields the closure constraints for the boundary triangles, and we end up with
where the sum is over vertices j connected to the vertex i, and d is the degree of divergence arising from the redundant delta distributions over the dual faces e * ∈ ∆ * , e / ∈ ∂∆.
It is clear that in the abelian limit κ → 0, where the ⋆-product coincides with the pointwise product and δ ⋆ → δ, the above amplitude imposes closure and identification of the edge vectors. However, the case of the classical limit → 0 is more subtle: The whole notion of a non-commutative Fourier transform breaks down in this limit, since the non-commutative plane wave becomes ill-defined, having no well-defined limit. We will see in the following the effects of these complications and how to take them into account in studying the classical limit.
V. SEMI-CLASSICAL ANALYSIS FOR METRIC BOUNDARY DATA
In this section we will study the classical limit of the first order phase space path integral (31) for the Ponzano-Regge model obtained through the non-commutative Fourier transform. In particular, we will study the classical limit via the stationary phase approximation, first by using the usual 'commutative' variational method. However, we discover that the resulting classical geometricity constraints on the classical metric variables depend on the initial choice of quantization map -a rather problematic outcome. Therefore, we are compelled to adopt the non-commutative variational method for the stationary phase approximation in order to obtain the correct classical equations of motion, as in the analogous case of quantum mechanics of a point particle on SO(3), considered previously in [38] . We will again see that the non-commutative method leads to the correct and unambiguous classical geometricity constraints on the simplicial metric variables, and offer some further justification for the use of the non-commutative variational calculus. Moreover, the analysis shows how subtle the notion of "classical limit" is for the Ponzano-Regge amplitudes, which are in the end convolutions of non-commutative planes waves, in the flux representation. We would expect similar subtleties to be relevant for 4d gravity models as well.
Let us begin by bringing the path integral (31) into a form suitable for stationary phase approximation via variational calculus. We may use the expression (11) for the non-commutative plane wave to express (31) as
and further by combining the exponentials we obtaiñ
In this form the amplitude is amenable to stationary phase analysis through the study of the extrema of the exponential
We stress that this is just the classical action of discretized BF theory in its first order variables, the edge vectors Y e and the parallel transports h l , augmented by boundary terms. Therefore, we expect to obtain in the classical limit the classical BF 'equations of motion', that is, geometricity constraints imposing flatness of holonomies around dual faces and closure of edge vectors for all triangles (up to parallel transport).
A. Stationary phase approximation via commutative variational method
We first proceed to consider the usual 'commutative' stationary phase approximation of the first order Ponzano-Regge path integral (31) by studying the extrema of the action (43) .
There are five different kinds of integration variables in (31) : Y e for e / ∈ ∂∆, Y ij , h l in the bulk, h i touching the boundary and g ij , whose variations we will consider in the following.
Variation of Y e : Requiring the variation of the action with respect to Y e to vanish simply gives
for all e / ∈ ∂∆, i.e., the flatness of the connection around the dual faces e * in the bulk.
Variation of Y ij : Similarly, variation with respect to Y ij gives
for all (i, j) ∈ N , i < j, i.e., the triviality of the connection around the dual faces e * to boundary edges e ∈ ∂∆.
Variation of h l in the bulk: The variations for the group elements are slightly less trivial. Taking left-invariant Lie derivatives of the exponential with respect to a group element h l ′ ≡ g tf in the bulk, we obtain
Here, only the three terms in the sums depending on the holonomies around the boundaries of the three dual faces, which contain l ′ := tf are non-zero. (Each dual edge f * belongs to exactly three dual faces e * of ∆ * , since ∆ * is dual to a 3-dimensional triangulation.) Now, using the fact uncovered through the previous variations that the holonomies around the dual faces are trivial for the stationary phase configurations, and the property ζ(ad g h) = Ad g ζ(h) of the coordinates, we obtain
where Ad G f e implements the parallel transport from the frame of Y e to the frame of f , and ǫ f e = ±1 accounts for the orientation of h l with respect to the holonomy H e * (h l ) and thus the relative orientations of the edge vectors. Clearly, this imposes the metric closure constraint for the three edge vectors of each bulk triangle f / ∈ ∂∆ in the frame of f . This same condition gives the metric compatibility of the discrete connection, which in turn, if substituted back in the classical action, before considering the other saddle point equations, turn the discrete 1st order action into the 2nd order action for the triangulation ∆.
Variation of h i : Varying a h i we get
Again there are three non-zero terms in this expression, which correspond to the boundary triangles f j ∈ ∂∆ neighboring f i , i.e., such that (i, j) ∈ N . We obtain the closure of the boundary integration variables Y ij as
where Ad −1 g ji parallel transports the edge vectors Y ji to the frame of the boundary triangle f i , and ǫ ji = ±1 again accounts for the relative orientation.
Variation of g ij : Taking Lie derivatives with respect to a g ij of the exponential, we obtain
for all i < j, where we denote (D ζ (g)) kl :=L k ζ l (g). We see that this equation identifies the boundary metric variables X ij with the integration variables Y ij , taking into account the orientation and the parallel transport between the frames of each vector, plus a nongeometric deformation given by the matrix D ζ (g ij ). 4 Thus, we have obtained the constraint equations corresponding to variations of all the integration variables. In particular, by combining the equations (47) with the boundary closure constraint (46), we obtain
which gives, in general, a deformed closure constraint for the boundary metric edge variables X ij . In addition, from (47) alone we obtain a deformed identification
naturally up to a parallel transport, of the boundary edge variables X ij and X ji . Accordingly, we obtain for the amplitudẽ
where the proportionality constant is given by the configuration space volume for the geometric configurations in the bulk, which is generically infinite but is cancelled by normalization, and the delta functions impose the constraints on boundary data discussed above. In particular, H v (g ij ) are the holonomies around the boundary vertices v ∈ ∂∆, whose triviality follows from the triviality of the bulk holonomies. Notice that one must write the integrand in terms of ⋆-products and ⋆-delta functions in order for the constraints to be correctly imposed, since the amplitude acts on wave functions through ⋆-multiplication. The exact form of the deformation matrix
, and accordingly the geometric content of these constraints, depends on the coordinates ζ, and therefore on the discretization of the continuum BF action or, equivalently, the initial choice of the quantization map. We see that only in the abelian limit κ → 0, |ζ| = const., do the different choices agree, in general, producing the undeformed discrete geometric constraints
for the discretized boundary metric variables X ij ∈ su(2) * .
Some examples
Before we go on to consider the stationary phase boundary configurations obtained through the ordinary commutative variational calculus for some specific choices of the coordinates ζ, and thus the associated quantization maps, let us make a few general remarks on the apparent dependence of the limit on this choice. As we have already emphasized above, the exact functional form of the non-commutative plane waves, and thus the coordinate choice, is determined ultimately by the choice of the quantization map and the ⋆-product that we thus obtain. We have found the general expression for the plane wave as a ⋆-exponential
From this expression we may observe that the way the Planck constant enters into the plane wave is very subtle. There are negative powers of ( κ) coming from the prefactor in the exponential, while from the ⋆-monomials arise positive powers of ( κ). The way these different contributions go together determines the explicit functional form of the non-commutative plane wave, and accordingly the behavior in the classical limit → 0. Therefore, it is not too surprising that we may eventually find different classical limits for different choices of plane waves through the application of the ordinary stationary phase method. In particular, it is important to realize that the non-commutative plane wave itself is purely a quantum object with an ill-defined classical limit, and therefore has no duty to coincide with anything in this limit. For this reason, the stationary phase solutions corresponding to different ⋆-products may also differ from each other, even though the ⋆-product itself coincides with the pointwise product in this limit. On the contrary, in the abelian limit κ → 0 we also scale the coordinates k i on the group, so that k i /κ stay constant, since κ determines the scale associated to the group manifold. Therefore, the non-commutative plane wave agrees with the usual commutative plane wave in this limit. Only in the abelian limit may one expect the different choices of non-commutative structures lead to unambiguous results, when one applies the commutative variational calculus.
Symmetric & Duflo quantization maps:
The symmetric quantization map Q S : Pol(su(2) * ) → U (su (2)) is determined by the symmetric operator ordering for monomials
where Σ n is the group of permutations of n elements, and extends by linearity to any completion of the polynomial algebra Pol(su(2) * ). In particular, we have
and accordingly to this quantization prescription is associated a non-commutative plane wave with c S (g) = 1, ζ S (g) = − i κ ln(g) ∈ su(2), where the value of the logarithm is taken in the principal branch [39] .
The Duflo quantization map Q D is defined as
where j 1 2 ( ∂ x ) is a differential operator associated to the function j : su(2) → C given by
The definition is such that Q D restricts to an isomorphism from the g-invariant functions on su(2) * to g-invariant operators (i.e., Casimirs) in U (su (2)), and therefore the Duflo map can be considered as algebraically the most natural choice for a quantization map. In the Duflo case we obtain
, but the coordinates are the same ζ D ≡ ζ S as for the symmetric quantization map, so the amplitudes have the same stationary phase behavior in both cases. In this respect it is important to note that even though the Duflo factor c D (g) = κ|ζ S (g)| sin(κ|ζ S (g)|) diverges for κ|ζ S (g)| = π, the path integral measure is still well-behaved, since c D (g)dg = sin(κ|ζ S |)
We obtain from the equation (A1) in Appendix A for the deformation matrix as a function of the coordinates
This deformation matrix has the following nice property:
This implies, in particular, that when the edge vectors are stable under the dual connection variables, Ad g ij X ij = X ij ⇔ k(g ij ) ∝ X ij , we have D S (g ij )X ij = X ij , and therefore recover the undeformed closure constraints from (48) . Accordingly, classical geometric boundary data with Ad g ij X ij = X ij , X ij = −X ji and j X ij = 0 satisfies the constraint equations for the symmetric quantization map. Except for the stability ansatz Ad g ij X ij = X ij , however, there are undoubtedly other solutions to the constraint equations that do not satisfy this stability requirement, but we have not explored the possibilities in this general case. It is nevertheless clear that these additional solutions do not correspond to simplicial geometries, since for them the closure constraint is again deformed.
Freidel-Livine-Majid quantization map:
We will then consider the popular choice of Freidel-Livine-Majid quantization map [13, 15, [31] [32] [33] [34] [35] [36] , which can be expressed in terms of the symmetric quantization map Q S and a change of parametrization χ : su(2) → su(2) on SU (2) as [39] 
where χ(k) = sin −1 |k| |k| k. The inverse coordinate transformation χ −1 (k) = sin |k| |k| k, however, is twoto-one: it identifies the coordinates of the antipodes g and −g as
Therefore, the coordinates χ −1 (k) only cover the upper hemisphere SU (2)/Z 2 ≃ SO (3), and the resulting non-commutative Fourier transform is applicable only to functions on SO(3). The FLM quantization map yields
Accordingly, it leads to a form of the non-commutative plane wave with c (2), where tr 1 2 denotes the trace in the fundamental spin-
representation of SU (2). Due to the linearity of the trace, it is straightforward to calculate the deformation matrix
Thus, according to our general description above, the classical discrete geometricity constraints are satisfied by the deformed boundary metric variables
We have not solved these constraints explicitly, which would generically impose relations between the stationary phase boundary connection g ij and the given boundary metric data X ij . However, one can easily confirm that data corresponding to generic classical discrete geometries does not satisfy the constraints, and therefore the geometry resulting from the constraints does not, in general, describe discrete geometries. In fact, the deformed and the undeformed closure constraints are compatible only for g ij ≡ ½, or equivalently, in the abelian limit. Therefore, we conclude that the non-commutative metric boundary variables do not have a classical geometric interpretation in the case of FLM quantization map outside the abelian approximation, when one studies the commutative variation of the action.
B. Stationary phase approximation via non-commutative variational method
We emphasize that in the above variation of the amplitude we did not take into account the deformation of phase space structure, which appeared crucial for obtaining the correct classical equations of motion in [38] in the case of quantum mechanics of a point particle on SO(3). This could be guessed to be the origin of the discrepancies between the amplitudes corresponding to different choices of quantization maps in the semi-classical limit. Indeed, we may define the noncommutative variation δ ⋆ S of the action S in the amplitude via e iδ⋆S+O(δ 2 ) ⋆ ≡ e −iS ⋆ ⋆ e iS δ ⋆ , where the ⋆-product acts on the fixed boundary variables X ij , O(δ 2 ) refers to terms higher than first order in the variations, and S δ is the varied action. It is easy to see that the non-commutative variation so defined undeforms the above identification (47) of X ij and Y ij (up to orientation and parallel transport), simply because we have
for any Z ∈ su(2) and ǫ ∈ R implementing the variation of g. Then, all the above results for variations remain the same by requiring the non-commutative variation δ ⋆ S of the action to vanish except for Eq. (47), which becomes undeformed, i.e., we obtain the geometric identification Ad g ij X ij = Y ij = −Ad g ji X ji . Thus, the non-geometric deformation of the constraints does not appear, and we recover exactly the simplicial geometry relations for the boundary metric variables, regardless of the choice of a quantization map.
To begin with, let us consider the partially 'off-shell' amplitude, where we only substitute the identifications Ad g ij X ij = Y ij = −Ad g ji X ji arising from the variations of the boundary connection g ij . The substitution is done, again, by multiplying the amplitude by ⋆-delta functions imposing the identities, and integrating over Y ij . We also integrate over X ji for i < j in order to explicitly impose the identifications Ad g ij X ij = −Ad g ji X ji on the boundary variables. Using the properties of the non-commutative plane waves, we find from (42) through a simple substitutioñ
In fact, there is a subtlety in this calculation in choosing the correct ordering of the noncommutative plane waves, which depend on the same non-commutative edge vector after integrating over the ⋆-delta functions, in the first expression of (57). We were guided here in the choice by the appropriate geometric form of the result. Indeed, the exponential clearly reflects the typical structure of a 3d discrete gravity action: (i) It contains bulk terms Y e · ζ(H e * (h l )), which couple bulk edge vectors and the holonomies around the dual faces, thus associated with deficit angles.
(ii) It has boundary terms X ij · ζ(h
, which couple boundary edge vectors with the group elements that represent parallel transports between adjacent boundary triangles to the edge, thus associated with dihedral angles.
To make the connection to Regge calculus even clearer, let us adopt the non-commutative structure arising from the symmetric quantization map, and set H e * (h l ) ≡ exp(iθ ene · σ) and
representation, where θ e , θ ji ∈ [0, π] are now the class angles of the group elements andn e ,n ji ∈ S 2 unit vectors. Then, we may write
Considering then variations in the unit vectorsn e andn ji , it is immediate to find that the stationary phase of the amplitude is given byn e = ± Ye |Ye| ·n e andn ji = ± X ij |X ij | , the signs corresponding to the two opposite orientations of the edge vectors or, equivalently, the dual faces. Now, if a configuration of edge vectors satisfies the constraints for a given discrete connection, it does so also for the oppositely oriented configuration obtained by reversing the orientations of all the dual faces. For the oppositely oriented configuration the holonomies around dual faces are also inverted, which gives opposite signs forn e andn ji with respect to the original configuration. Therefore, choosinĝ n e andn ji to have positive signs for one of the orientations and thus negative signs for the other, we may further write for the Ponzano-Regge amplitude in the semi-classical limit
where the cosine arises from summing the contributions from both orientations of the triangulation. The argument of the cosine is exactly the first order Regge action, well-known from discrete gravity. Notice, however, that the deficit angles θ e and the dihedral angles θ ji still depend on the discrete bulk connection given by the group elements h l , which are integrated over in the amplitude. Also, we have not yet imposed the closure constraints on the edge vectors, which arise from the variations of the bulk connection. These constraints impose the closure of edge vectors for each triangle, taking account orientations and parallel transports. At the same time they impose the metricity of the discrete connection and restrict the integrals over Y e to the geometric configurations, as in Regge gravity 5 . Solving for the discrete connection h l in terms of the edge vectors from the constraint equations (when possible, i.e., for non-degenerate configurations) leads to the second order Regge action and to the form
for the Ponzano-Regge amplitude, where now the deficit and dihedral angles are functions of the edge vectors, and only geometric configurations of the edge vectors are integrated over. Finally, we emphasize that for other choices of non-commutative structures, other than the one associated with the symmetric quantization map, we may obtain more complicated dependence on the dihedral and deficit angles. For example, the Freidel-Livine-Majid map leads to the compactified Regge action considered in [47, 48] . However, all choices of non-commutative structures result in the same form as above in the regime of small deficit and dihedral angles. We thus see that the Regge action naturally arises in the semi-classical limit of the Ponzano-Regge model in terms of the proper phase space variables. Let us then move on to consider the 'on-shell' case, where we impose all the classical constraints on the path integral arising from the (non-commutative) stationary phase analysis. In this case the leading order semi-classical contribution to the Ponzano-Regge amplitude (50) reads in detail before integrating out the bulk variables
where we have identified Y ij := Ad g ij X ij = −Ad g ji X ji for all (i, j) ∈ N such that i < j. Here, the delta functions on the group impose triviality of the holonomies, which implies flatness of the discrete connection. The ⋆-delta functions impose closure of the bulk and boundary triangles f ∈ ∆ up to parallel transport and orientation of the edge vectors e ∈ f , which in the discrete gravity context corresponds to the metricity of the discrete connection. The action is reduced due to the imposition of the flatness constraints to a simple boundary term.
Since the amplitude depends only on G ij and not the individual g ij , we may further apply a change of variables by denoting G ij := g −1 ji g ij and G ji = G −1 ij for all i < j. These are the group elements that represent parallel transports between centers of boundary triangles, and are therefore naturally related to the dihedral angles of Regge calculus. By also integrating over the bulk variables, we obtaiñ
The integrations over the bulk connection result in the delta functions imposing flatness of the boundary holonomies H v (G ij ) around all boundary vertices v ∈ ∂∆. In addition, the integrations over the bulk variables yield the volume of geometric bulk configurations, which contributes only to the normalization factor. The result of the calculation is exactly as we would expect from a first order 3d discrete gravity action, namely, it is expressed as a function of edge vectors, where parallel transports are integrated over flat connections, which allow the edge vectors to satisfy the (non-commutative) closure constraints. One may further decompose the integrals in (62) over group elements G ij into integrals over dihedral class angles θ ij := |k(G ij )|, where k(g) := −i ln(g) ∈ su(2) ∼ = R 3 , and integrals over unit
Adopting again the symmetric quantization map, we then have for the exponent
The stationary phase with respect to the integrals overn ij ∈ S 2 is given by
|X ij | ·n ij = ±1. Now the two solutions correspond to opposite orientations of the boundary, both contributing to the dominant phase with opposite signs, again turning the exponential into a cosine. Thus, we obtaiñ
where G ij ≡ exp(−iθ ij (X ij /|X ij |) · σ) and the (sin θ ij /θ ij ) 2 factors arise from the Haar measure. The second order expression may be obtained by solving the constraint equations for the boundary dihedral angles θ ij in terms of the edge vectors X ij , and substituting into the above formula. This leads to an expression of the form
This is the second order Regge action in terms of only the boundary metric data.
Thus, we have verified that the non-commutative variational method for the stationary phase approximation leads to the correct classical geometric constraints for the Ponzano-Regge model and agrees with the exact analysis of the amplitude. A similar result was obtained by us for the dual non-commutative representation of quantum mechanics on the group SO(3) previously in [38] . The use of such a non-commutative variational method may be motivated by noting that, in calculating transition amplitudes for boundary states,Ã P R (X ij ) acts as an integral kernel with respect to the ⋆-product, and not with respect to the commutative point-wise product. However, more work on this point is certainly needed in order to achieve a better understanding that would definitely settle the issue. Granting the use of the non-commutative stationary phase method, we have thus shown that the phase space path integral for the Ponzano-Regge model obtained through the non-commutative Fourier transform facilitates a straigthforward asymptotic analysis of the classical limit of the model. We also showed that the semi-classical approximation to the amplitude is given by the cosine of the Regge action, in agreement with previous studies [20] .
Finally, we would like to comment on our saddle point analysis in comparison with the existing ones in the literature [20, 22] . Besides not having a real-valued contribution to the exponent (that is, an imaginary contribution to the classical action), and thus having a simpler variational principle given by a standard (albeit non-commutative) saddle point approximation, we also do not have any logarithmic term. In other words, the flux representation of the spin foam model gives a discrete BF path integral in terms of the standard classical action. The choice of quantization map affects the exact form of such discrete classical action, but in a rather minor way. In fact, it leads to a discretization of the continuum curvature in terms of either the holonomy of the connection (a group element), for the FLM map, or its logarithm (a Lie algebra element), for the Duflo map. In general, the analysis appears to be more straightforward, than the one based on the spin (or coherent state) representation, as one would expect from a straightforward path integral representation. We will exemplify this comparison in the simple case of a triangulation formed by a single tetrahedron.
VI. SEMI-CLASSICAL LIMIT FOR A TETRAHEDRON
To conclude our asymptotic analysis, we consider in this section the relation of the classical limit of Ponzano-Regge amplitudes formulated in terms of non-commutative boundary metric variables, as discussed above, to the usual formulation of spin foam asymptotics as the large spin limit in the spin representation. We will restrict our treatment to the case of a single tetrahedron, since in this case the asymptotics for the Ponzano-Regge amplitude is simple and well-known in the literature. In particular, it has been found that (for non-degenerate boundary data) the amplitude of a tetrahedron is approximated in the large spin limit by the cosine of the Regge action [20] . We derive this result from the asymptotic behavior obtained through the non-commutative phase space path integral, and thus establish a firm connection between the two asymptotic analyses.
For a single tetrahedron the Ponzano-Regge amplitude with boundary connection data reads
where i, j = 1, . . . , 4 label the boundary triangles, and the notation is chosen as in Fig. 2 . 6 The deltas impose flatness of the connection around all six wedges of the tetrahedra. (See Fig. 1 , where wedges are illustrated in grey.) Now, this amplitude may be transformed into other representations described by other types of boundary data using different bases of functions on SU (2). In particular, as already explained above, one may transform the amplitude into the basis given by the non-commutative plane waves, in which case the amplitude is expressed as a function of noncommutative boundary edge vectors. Adopting for convenience the symmetric quantization map, this yields
We emphasize that this is again nothing but the first order action for discrete 3d gravity with boundary terms. Let us briefly sketch the asymptotic analysis for the Ponzano-Regge amplitude for a tetrahedron in non-commutative boundary metric variables. As before, by studying the non-commutative variations of the action
we recover as stationary phase solutions in the classical limit the constraint equations
• Wedge flatness 7 :
• Identification of boundary edge vectors: Ad g ij X ij = Y ij = −Ad g ji X ji for all i < j, and
• Closure of the boundary edge vectors: j =i ǫ ij X ji = 0 for all i.
We then substitute these identities into the amplitude, whereby we find
as the lowest order contribution in to the amplitude. Here, δ(H v (g ij )) impose flatness of holonomies around all boundary vertices v ∈ ∂∆ of the tetrahedron, which arise from the delta functions δ(g ij h −1
) by integrating over all h i . More precisely, we obtain the constraint only for three of the four vertices, which already imposes flatness for the fourth vertex as well. These conditions are nothing else than the Hamiltonian constraint of 3d gravity, generating the simplicial diffeomorphisms at each vertex of the triangulation. (See, for example, [36, 49] .) We may further apply a change of variables by denoting G ij := g −1 ji g ij and G ji = G −1 ij for all i < j. Again, these are the group elements that represent parallel transports between centers of boundary triangles, and are therefore naturally related to the dihedral angles of Regge calculus. As before in the more general case, one may further decompose the integrals over group elements G ij into integrals over dihedral class angles θ ij := κ|ζ S (G ij )| and integrals over unit
The stationary phase equations for the unit vectorsn ij lead to the expressioñ
which is just the formula (64) for a single tetrahedron. The argument of the cosine in (70) is the first order Regge action for a tetrahedron. As the Regge action has previously been recovered in the semi-classical limit of the PonzanoRegge model in the spin representation by using coherent states, we wish to link our calculation to the spin basis, which is given by the SU (2) Wigner D-matrices D j kl (g). We find for the PonzanoRegge amplitude in the spin basis 
where we introduced the SU (2) 6j-symbol and the 3jm-symbol, familiarly denoted as
respectively, which are the basic building blocks of Ponzano-Regge model in the spin representation. Typically, to study the asymptotics of spin foams one considers the formula for the square of the 6j-symbol expressed in terms of integrals over SU (2) characters χ j : SU (2) → C as
where g ij correspond to boundary connection variables, and h i correspond to parallel transports from the boundary triangles to the center of the tetrahedron, as before. This corresponds to the Ponzano-Regge amplitude for a tetrahedron with fixed quantized edge lengths, since by fixing the boundary connection g ij and summing over all j ij (with weights (2j ij + 1)) we arrive again at (66). More accurately, from (71) we find
Thus, denoting still byÃ P R (j ij ; k ij , l ij ) the amplitude, where we have set j ji = j ij , k ij = k ji and l ij = l ji , we may write
Let us define functions
where D j (g) are the SU(2) Wigner matrices of spin-j representation, and |j,m are Perelomov coherent states [50] on SU (2) labelled by a representation j ∈ { n 2 : n ∈ N} and a unit vector m ∈ S 2 . By applying the decomposition of unity in terms of the Perelomov coherent states (2j + 1)
it is easy to show that D jmn (g) constitute an over-complete basis of functions on SU (2), as we have
Similarly, for the SU (2) character function we may write
In the following, without a serious danger of confusion, we will denote the spin- 
This is simply the equation (74) transformed into the coherent state basis. Here,Â P R (j ij ;m ij ,n ij ) is indeed the Ponzano-Regge amplitude for a single tetrahedron with the coherent state labels as boundary metric data, which may be written aŝ we obtain by a straightforward calculationn = Ad gm and 2 jm = 1 κ X. Note that, since we had already understood the X variables as the classical discrete BF variables, this result confirms that the coherent state variables acquire the correct geometric interpretation in the classical limit.
Then, from (69) and 2 κj ijmij = X ij ,n ij = Ad g ijm ij , we have for the classical limit of (80) the expression A P R (j ij ;m ij ,n ij ) ∝ 
where the variation with respect to X ij gives the identification of the group elements of the two asymptotic expressions. Equating the above with the classical limit of the expression (79) and integrating on both sides over allm ij ,n ij as in (78) 
where the integral is over sets of unit vectors {m ij } such that the edge vectors 2 κj ijmij satisfy the closure constraints for each triangle f i ∈ ∂∆ up to parallel transports given by G ij . As above leading to (70) and the first order Regge action, we may further decompose the integrals over G ij into integrals over dihedral class angles and unit vectors. The stationary phase of the exponential of the above amplitude in this limit is again given by the first order Regge action
but now in terms of the coherent state variables. In essence, the result follows simply because in the classical limit the combination 2 κj ijmij of coherent state variables gets identified with the true phase space variables, the edge vectors X ij . This identification is due to the asymptotic behavior of the function D jmn (X) defined in (81), which mediates the transformation between the coherent state basis and the non-commutative basis.
VII. CONCLUSIONS & COMMENTS
Let us then summarize our results. We applied the non-commutative Fourier transform to express the Ponzano-Regge spin foam amplitude as a first order phase space path integral for discrete BF theory with standard classical action, in terms of non-commutative metric boundary data. This reformulation then allowed us to study conveniently the classical approximation to the full amplitude.
We discovered that depending on the choice of non-commutative structure arising from the deformation quantization applied to the geometric operators, different limiting behaviors appear for the boundary data in the classical limit, when we apply the ordinary 'commutative' variational calculus to find the stationary phase solutions. Furthermore, in this case, the constraints that arise as the classical equations of motion generically do not correspond to discrete geometries, since the edge vectors in the constraint equations are deformed due to the non-linearity of the group manifold. We verified our observation by considering as explicit examples the non-commutative structures that arise from symmetric, Duflo and Freidel-Livine-Majid quantization maps.
Accordingly, we were led to consider a non-commutative variational method to extract the stationary phase behavior, which was motivated by the fact that the amplitude for non-commutative metric boundary data acts as the integral kernel in the propagator with respect to the corresponding ⋆-product, and not the commutative product. We showed that the non-commutative variations produce the correct geometric constraints for the discrete metric boundary data in the classical limit. Thus, we concluded that only by taking into account the deformation of phase space structure in studying the variations, we find the undeformed and unambiguous geometric constraints, independent on the choice of the quantization map.
Finally, we considered the asymptotics of the SU (2) 6j-symbol, which is related to the PonzanoRegge amplitude for a tetrahedra with fixed quantized edge lengths. We found the Regge action, previously recovered in the large spin limit of the 6j-symbol, in the classical limit. Our calculations thus not only verify the previous results, but also allows for a better understanding of them due to the clear-cut connection to the phase space of classical discretized 3d gravity. This concrete example also illustrates the use of the non-commutative path integral as a computational tool.
There are several conclusions and further directions of research pointed to by our results. First and foremost, we have seen that the non-commutative metric representation obtained through the non-commutative Fourier transform facilitates a full asymptotic analysis of spin foam models, when proper care is taken in applying variational methods to the first order path integral. In particular, by studying the non-commutative variations one may recover the classical geometric constraints for all cases of non-commutative structures. The need for a non-commutative variational method requires further analysis, and must be taken into account in any future application of the non-commutative methods to spin foam models. Our consideration of the 6j-symbol asymptotics further illustrates the usefulness of the non-commutative methods. As the non-commutative Fourier transform formalism has recently been extended to all exponential Lie groups [39] , in particular the double-cover SL(2, C) of the Lorentz group, we look forward to extending the asymptotic analysis to the 4d spin foam models in future work, now equipped with this improved understanding.
